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Abstract
In this paper we prove that the Navier-Stokes initial value problem (1) has a unique smooth
local strong solution ),( xtu and ),( xtp if the following condition are satisfied
(1)   2DLf and f is Hölder continuous about t on ),0(  ,
(2) The initial value ).)(( 2
1
0 Du
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The Navier-Stokes initial value problem can be written in its classical form as
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where  is a bounded domain in 3R with smooth boundary  of class ,3C  ),( xtuu
)),(),,(),,(( 321 xtuxtuxtu is the velocity field, )(00 xuu  is the initial velocity， ),( xtpp  is
the pressure, ),( xtff  is the external force,
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２In these four equations pu, are unknown and 0,uf are given. The boundary condition imposed
on the velocity at  is homogeneous.
The existence ， uniqueness and regularity properties of solutions for the Navier-Stokes
problems are extensively studied. There is an extensive literature on the solvability of the initial
value problem for Navier-Stokes equations.
Let )(2 L be the Banach space of real vector functions in )(2 L . That is
 )3,2,1)((),,,(,:)( 232132  iLhhhhhRhL i .
For ),(),,( 2321  Luuuu we define the norm
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then )(2 L is a Banach space. The set of all real vector functions u such that div u =0 and
)(0  Cu is denoted by ).(,0 C Let )(2 DL be the closure of )(,0 C in ).(2 L If
)( Cu then
（2） )(2 DLu if and only if div u =0 in  and 0nu on  . ( p.270 in [3]).
In this paper we always consider the spaces of vector value functions on  .
We have
),()()( 2,022  WLDL ,)()( 22   LDL
.)()()( 222
 DLDLL
From [2] and [3] we see that   .;)( 2,12   WhhDL Let P be the orthogonal
projection from )(2 L onto ).(2 DL  PA is called the Stokes operator. By applying
P to the first equation of (1.1) and taking account of the other equations , we are let the
following abstract initial value problem, .Pr II
（3）
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where .)( uuPFu 
３We consider equation（3）in integral form Pr.III
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In Theorem 1.6 of [3] H.Fujita and T.Kato proved that if u is a solution of (3) then u is of
the class C as )(2L valued functions. They gave some sufficient condotions for (3) having
a solution . In Theorem 3.4 of [2] Y.Giga and T.Miyakawa proved that the solution of (4) belongs
to   .)),0(( nTC  They gave some sufficient condotions for (3) and (4) having a solution .
In [8] Mukhtarbay.Otelbaev proved that if all   ,, uuu
t
u 

， div   ,,02  TLp then (1)
have the unique local solution. But he did not prove that this solution is smooth.In [10]Veli
B.Shakhmurov discussed nonlocal Navier-Stokes problems in abstract function space ).(2 DL
He gave some sufficient condotions for (4) having a solution. In this paper we will prove that the
Navier-Stokes initial value problem （ 1 ） have the unique local strong solution
   ,),0(),( 31   tCxtu ),( xtp    1,0 tC in the state space )(2 DL by using the
theory of semigroup of operators.
For )(),,( 2321  Luuuu we define ),,( 321 uuuu  and  332211 ,, xuxuxuu  .
Since the operator    3 1 2
2
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is strongly elliptic of order 2. Theorem7.3.6 in [11]
implies that  is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup of contractions on
)(2 L with )()()( 102  HHD . Hence  is also the infinitesimal generator of an
analytic semigroup of contraction on )(2 L with )()()( 0,12  HHD , where
)(2 H and )(0,1 H are the Sobolev spaces of vector value in )(2 H and
)(10 H respectively. We will prove that  is also the infinitesimal generator of an analytic
semigroup of contraction on ).(2 DL
A operator A is called preserving divergence-free on a vector value functions space X if A
maps every Xu with div 0u to an Au with div 0Au .
Lemma 1. For every )(2  Lu ,div 0u if and only if div 0)(  uI for
    : < arg < r  ,
４where 0 ˂ ˂ 2 .
Proof. Let ).(),,( 2321  Luuuu Then
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So we have
(5)   ).)(()( divuIuIdiv  
From (5) it is clear that div 0u implies that div 0)(  uI .
Since  is a strongly elliptic operator of order 2 on  . From Theorem 7.3.2 in [11] it
follows that there exist constant C ˃0 , 0R and 0< < 2 such that
(6)
)()( 22
)(   LL uI
C
u 
for )()()()( 20,12  LHHDu and
    : <arg < ., r 
From (6) it follows that for every   the operator I is injective from )(D into
).(2 L From (5) it follows that 0)(  uIdiv  implies that div 0u .
Lemma 2. (1.5.12 in [ 5 ]) Let  0:)( ttT be a 0C -semigroup on a Banach space X .
If Y is a closed subspace of X such that YYtT )( for all 0t ,i.e., if Y is 0)( ttT -
invariant, then the restrictions
YtTtT )(:)( 
form a 0C -semigroup  0:)( ttT , called the subspace semigroup, on the Banach space .Y
５Lemma 3. (Proposition 2.2.3 in [ 5 ]) Let ))(,( ADA be the generator of a 0C -semigroup
 0:)( ttT on a Banach space X and assume that the restricted semigroup (subspace
semigroup)  0:)( ttT is a 0C -semigroup on some 0))(( ttT invariant Banach space
XY  . Then the generator of  0:)( ttT is the part ))(,( ADA of A in .Y
Lemma 4. The operator  with )()( 2  DLD is the infinitesimal generator of an
analytic semigroup of contractions on ).(2 DL
Proof. From Theorem 7.3.6 in [11]  is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup
of contractions on ).(2 L Then  is also the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigoup of
contractions on ).(2 L Let  0)( ttT be the restriction of the analytic semigroup generated
by  on )(2 L to the real axis .  0)( ttT is a 0C semigroup of contractions by Theorem
7.2.5 and Theorem 3.1.1 in [11]. We have already noted that )(2 DL is a closed subspace of
)(2 L and is also a Hilbert space. We want to show that )(2 DL is 0)( ttT invariant. For
every )(2  Lu with div 0u and     :)( < arg < r  , we
have   uuRI  ):()(  where  is the same as in the proof of lemma 1. From
Lemma 1 it follows that div 0):(  uR  . That is to say that ):( R is preserving
divergence-free for .)(   From Theorem 2.5.2 (c) in [11] it follows that  R)( ,
and so  .:)( r   Hence ):( R is preserving divergence free for
every .r Let )(2 DLu then there exists a sequence nu such that uun
n


lim and div
nu =0 for ,...2,1n . Since ):( R is bounded and so is continuous . Hence
uRuR n
n
):():(lim 

 and div 0):(  nuR  for every .r Therefore
)():( 2  DLuR  for every .r It follows that )(2 DL is ):( R -invariant for
every .r Now the Theorem 4.5.1 in [11] implies that )(2 DL is 0)( ttT invariant.
６From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 it follows that )(2  DL with )()()( 2)(2   DLDD DL is
the infinitesimal generator of the 0C semigroup  0:)( )(2  ttT DL of contractions on
).(2 DL
We will prove that  0:)( )(2  ttT DL can also be extended to an analytic semigroup on
on ).(2 DL Suppose that ，  )( i.e. there exists ):( R from )(2 L
into ).(D Then for any ),()( 22  LDLu ).():( 2  DLuR  We have
(7)     uuRI  : and    .: uuIR  
Since ):( R is preserving divergence-free we have
  )(: 2  DLuR  and   ).(2  DLuI
Thus the formula (7) becomes
uuRI DL   ):()( )(2  and .))(:( )(2 uuIR DL  
Hence     IRI DL   :)(2  and    .: )(2 IIR DL   We get
(8) .):()( )(
1
)( 22 

  DLDL RI 
From the formula (8) and Theorem 2.5.2(c) in [11] we have
        )0arg:()()( 2)(2DL
  arg:1  ˂ r ,1
where 0 ˂  ˂ 2 and  .,m 21    in Thus, for ,1  )(2  DLI is
invertible. From Theorem 2.5.2(c) in [11] we have
（9）
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Now Theorem 2.5.2(c) in [11] implies that  0:)( )(2  DLtT can also be extended to an
７analytic semigroup on )(2 DL . Therefor )(2  DL is a infinitesimal generator of an analytic
semigroup of ccontraction on )(2 DL .
Suppose that A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup )(tT on a
Banach space .X From the results of section 2.6 in [11] we can define the fraction powers A
for 10   and A is a closed linear invertible operator with domain )( AD dense in .X
)( AD equipped with the norm xAx   is a Banach space denoted by X . It is clear
that 0< <  implies  XX  and that the embedding of X into X is continuous.
If  A and  ˃ 21 then
2
1XX  and    D ))(( 21D , so the norms
)(2  DL and )(2  DL are equivalent (see p291 in [6]）, i.e. there exists 0L ˃0 such that for
any ))(( Du
2
12 )( DL
(10)
2
1222
)(0)()(
)(   DLDLDL uLuu  .
For )(Du we have
(11)
2
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22 )()()()(
)(   DLDLDLDL uuuu .
In [2] Giga proved the following result:
Lemma 5. ( Lemma 2.2 in [2]) Let 0 < .2/)1( 121  rn Then
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with some constant ),,,,( rMM  provided ,2/12/  rn  ˃0,
˃0,   >1/2.
From the Lemma 5 and the formula (10) we see that if take 2,3  rn
4/30   ， and ,4/3 then
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with some constant M for any ).(, 2 DLvu Hence we haave
Lemma 6. Suppose that )(2 DLvu， are velocity fields and  vu )(
),(2 DL then
.)(
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122 )()(0)(   DLDLDL vuMLvu
Assumption (F). Let )(2  DLX and U be an open subset in XR  (0˂ ˂1).
The function XUf : satisfies the assumption (F) if for every Uut ),( there is a
neighborhood UV  and constants ,0L 0< such that for all 1 )2,1(),(  iVut ii
)(),(),( 21212211 

uuttLutfutf  .
Lemma 7. ( Theorem 6.3.1 in [11]) Let A be the generator of an analytic semigroup
)(tT satisfying MtT )( and assume that ).(0 A If, 0 < <1 and f satisfies the
assumption (F) then for every initial date Uut ),( 00 the initial value problem
（12）
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has a unique local solution     ):,():,( 10110 XttCXttCu  where ),( 0011 uttt  ˃ 0t .
Lemma 8. Suppose that ),())((, 2
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1  DLDvu then   2DLvu  ).(
Proof. From (3) we have
  0hdxu and   0hdxv
９for all ).(2,1 Wh So 0
 dxxhu ii and 0
 dxxhv ii for .3,2,1i Dvu ,
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   .2  DLvu 
Now we study the Navier-Stokes initial value problem (1).
A function u which is differentiable almost everywhere on  T，0 such that ,u
 )(:,0 21 DLTL is called a strong solution of the initial value problem (1) if 0)0( uu  and
u satisfies (1) a.e. on  T，0 .
Let  
2
1)(;),0 2  DLC  denote the space of all Hölder continuous functions on
 T,0 with exponent  and with values in a Banach space .)(
2
12 DL
Theorem . The initial value problem (1) has a unique smooth local strong solution if the
initial value ),)(( 2
1
0 Du f is Hölder continuous about t on ),0(  with exponent 1 , i.e.
there exist constant 1C and 0 ˂ 1 ˂1 such that
（13）
,),(),( 11

tsCxtfxsf  for ),0(, ts and .x ,
Proof. We will find that by incorporating the divergence-free condition, we can remove the
pressure term from our equation. (see p. 3271 in [3], p. 6234 and p. 9239 in [9] ) So first we can
rewrite (1) into a abstract initial value problem on )(2 DL
１０
(14)
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where fuututF  )())(,( is a abstract function. From Lemma 4  is the generator of
an analytic semigroup )(tT of contraction on )(2 DL and .1)( tT From Theorem
2.5.2(c) in [11] ).(0 
Let U be the subset of
2
1)(2  DLR such that Uut ),( 11 iff )( 11 tuu  for some
 .)(;,0)(
2
12  DLCtu ） Let ),,(),( kkkxtuk    ).,,0( Rkxt  ， Then
Uut k ),( for   ,0t and all Rk . For any Du ))(( 21 let utu )(  ).,0( t
Then  .)(;,0)(
2
12  DLCtu ） Hence U is not empty.
Let 1U be the open kernel of .U From Lemma 8 ))(,( tutF fuu  )( is a function :
).(21  DLU For any 12211 ),(),,( Uutut  we have ,)( 11 uu  )()( 222  DLuu
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We used lemma 6 in the above third step.Therefore uu )(  is local Lipschitz continuous.
Since  tu is Höldel continuous about t on  ,0 in
2
1)(2 DL , so there is a constant 2C and
0˂ 2 ˂1 such that
(16) 2
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We used the Lemma 6 in the above third step, and the formula (16) in fifth step.
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Hence ))(,( tutF satisfies the assumption )(F , then by Lemma 7 for every initial data
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10 ),0( Uu  the initial value problem (14) has a unique local solution
(18)
          21121 :,0:,0)( DLtCDLtCtu
where ).( 011 utt 
We consider equation (3) in integral form
（19）
.)()(
0
)(
0 dssFueuetu
t PsttP   
In a similar induction way as Theorem 3.9 in [2] or as Theorem 5.1 in [10] we can prove that
the solution     .,0),( 31   tCxtu (see Appendix) We can also prove directly that ),( xtu
is smooth. In fact, the solution (18) of (14) is also the solution of (19). The Theorem 3.4 in [2]
mean that as long as the solution of (19) exists , this solution is smooth. From Theorem 3.4 in [2]
we have the solution     .,0),( 31   tCxtu Substituting ),( xtu into (1) we get the solution
),( xtp .We also have ),( xtp   .,0 1  tC It follows from the formula (2) and u
)(2 DL that the solution ),( xtu is divergence-free. Changing the value of u on  to
zero we get a unique smooth local strong solution ，),( xtuu  ),( xtp of the Navier-Stokes
initial value problem（1） 
The above Theorem extents Theorem 1.2 in [3] and Theorem 2.5 in [2]. In another paper we
will prove that if we take ),( xtf to be identically zero and assume that any initial value
  30 ,0))(( 21 RCDu   satisfies kkx xCxu  )1()(0  on 3R for any 
and ,k then the Navier-Stokes initial value problem have a global smooth solution with bounded
energy.
Appendix
Lemma 1.(Lemma 3.1 in [2]) Let )( Du and   1()(, nrmWu  ˂ r ˂ ) for
some integer 0m , then  nrmWu )(,2   and satisfies
rmmrrm
uCu
,,2

１３
with a constant mrC ˃0 independent of u and .u
Let  XTC ;,0 denote the space of Hölder continuous functions on  T,0 with
exponent  and with values in a Banach space .X Similarly let  XTC ;,0 denote the
space of functions which are Hölder continuous on every subinterval  T, of  T,0 , with
exponent  .
Lemma 2. (Lemma 3.2 in [2]) Let  )),(;,0()( 2  DLTCtf  for some 0˂  ˂1.
Then the function
   )(;,0)(;,0)()( 210 ))((   DLTCDTCdssfetv t st 
for every  such that 0 ˂ ˂ .
Let rP be the continuous projection from )(2 L to ).(2 DL
Lemma 3.(Lemma 3.3 in [2]) (i) Form ˃ r/3 , there exists a constant rmC , ˃0 such that
 
rmrmrmrmr
vuCvuP
,1,,, 
for every    3,13, )(,)(   rmrm WvWu (1˂ r ˂ ).
(ii) When r ˃3, we have
 
rrrrr
vuCvuP
,1,1,0

for   .)(, 3,1  rWvu
We will say that )(tu has property )1)(( mPm if
 ,)((;,0 21)(  DTCu m 
    ,11,)(;0 2,1)(   mjWTCu njmj ，
   nmWTCu )(;,0 2,2   ,
for all 0， ˂ ˂ 21 . Here .)( jj dtudju 
Let the solution in the above Theorem be
dssysFstTutTxtu
t
)()(,()()(),( 000
2
1 
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3(i) now imply
Lemma 4. (lemma 3.6 in [2])  )(;,0  DTCu  and ;,0((/' TCdtduu 
１４
))(2 DL for all  , 0˂ ˂ .21 Moreover CsysF   ))()(,( 021  .))((;,0 32,1 WT
Lemma 5. (Lemma 3.7 in [2]) We have     21;,0/'  DTCxuu  for all ,
0˂ ˂ 21 .
The proof is similar to Lemma 3.7 in [2].
Since 3,1 ))(())(( 2
1  rWD , Lemma 1, Lemma 4, Lemma 4 and the identity
)()( '1 uFuu   show that
(20)  .))((;,0( 32,3  WTCu 
Lemma 5 and the above formula (20) show that )(tu has property .)( 1P
Lemma 6.( Lemma 3.8 in [2]) mP)( implies .)( 1mP
The proof is the same to Lemma 3.8 in [2].
Therefore we can prove the following theorem in a similar way as Theorem 3.9 in [2] or as
Theorem 5.1 in [10].
Theorem. The solution in the above Theorem is smooth.
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